
 

Name ___________________________________ Period _____ Date _____________________ 
 

VOCABULARY ACTIVITY FOR NIGHT: PART 2 
Due: Tuesday, March 26, 2019 

 
Directions: (1) Write the letter of the phrase that correctly defines the word on the left. Then, in the sentences below (2) 
use the word to correctly fill in the blank. Finally, (3) underline/highlight the context clues in each sentence.  
 

1. C  altruistic (adj) a.   scornful 
2. A  cynical (adj) b.   destruction by enemy agents  
3. D  dissipated (v) c.   unselfish 
4. F  imprudent (adj) d.   vanished 
5. B  sabotage (n) e.   indefensible 
6. E  untenable (adj) f.    unwise and foolish 

 
7. The distinguished musician made a CYNICAL face towards the Oberkapo when he was informed that he could not 

play his favorite classical German music. 

8. SABOTAGE  was suspected when the power station at the camp was blown up and evidence led to the camp of a 

favored Oberkapo and his young pipel. 

9. Idek’s desire to have his Kommando work on a Sunday when they normally take the day off was not entirely 

ALTRUISTIC as they later found out he was motivated to have relations with a girl.  

10. It would have been IMPRUDENT for any of the prisoners to complain to the guards because you never knew what 

kind of mood they would be in on any given day. 

11. Even though he thought keeping it would prove useful to them someday, Eliezer’s gold crown was UNTENABLE 

because his father was still getting beaten for it.  

12. After the raid, the sounds of the American plane DISSIPATED into the distance as the aircraft retreated, along with 

the prisoners’ hope for rescue.  

Directions for Night pp. 66-84: (1) Find the correct antonym of each word on the left. Then, (2) use the word on the left 
to correctly fill in the blank in the sentences below. Finally, (3) underline/highlight the context clues in each sentence.  
 
13. agitated (adj) a) frustrated b) calm c) annoyed d) disturbed  
14. submission (n) a) compliance b) resignation c) resistance d) defeat 
15. lament (v) a) celebrate b) mourn c) grieve d) regret 
16. void (n) a) emptiness b) blankness c) gap d) fullness 
17. emaciated (adj) a) robust b) malnourished c) scrawny d) wasted  
18. decisive (adj) a) conclusive b) uncertain c) definitive d) decided 
19. incentive (n) a) motivation b) encouragement c) deterrent d) reason 
 

20. After Eliezer rebelled against God, he felt a great VOID in his heart that was caused by the emptiness that was once 

filled with religion. 

21. Most inmates felt so beaten that they lost the INCENTIVE and drive to fight and survive. 

22. With a(n) DECISIVE gesture, Dr. Mengele wrote down the numbers of the men who he was sure were not in top 

physical condition, making a decision to basically end their lives. 



 

23. The guards starved and beat the inmates into SUBMISSION so that they would do anything the guards asks and even 

feared to ask them questions. 

24. One shriveled-up man, more EMACIATED than the rest, asked why his name had been written down by Dr. Mengele 

as someone who was not in good physical condition. 

25. Everyone at the camp was AGITATED as tension and uncertainty filled the air on the last day of the Jewish year. 

26. Feeling numb, the inmates were no longer able to LAMENT the death of fellow prisoners.  

 
Directions: Write out the definitions of each work. Then, use the words from the word bank on the right to complete 
each analogy. 
 
 

27. apathy (n): LACK OF INTEREST, ENTHUSIASM, OR CONCERN 

28. excruciating (adj): VERY INTENSE OR AN EXTREME, USUALLY IN PAIN/ANGUISH 

29. plaintive (adj): EXPRESSING SORROW, MOURNFUL, OR MELANCHOLY 

30. disheveled (adj): UNTIDY, DISORDERED, MESSY 

31. grimace (n): A CONTORTION (TWISTED) OF THE FACE EXPRESSIVE OF PAIN, DISAPPROVAL, OR DISGUST 

32. poignant (adj): EVOKING A KEEN SENSE OF SADNESS, PITY, SORROW, OR REGRET 

33. soothing  :  comforting  ::  agonizing  :  EXCRUCIATING 

34. hideous  :  beautiful  ::  DISHEVELED  :  neat 

35. mournful  :  PLAINTIVE  :: graceful  :  elegant 

36. GRIMACE  :  face  ::  contortion  :  body 

37. vigorous  :  feeble  ::  unemotional  :  POIGNANT 

38. confusion  :  clarity  :: APATHY  :  interest 

 
Directions: Read each sentence below. Use context clues to determine the meaning of the underlined word.  
(1) Circle the letter of the word you choose and (2) underline/highlight the context clue that helped. 
 
39. The guards beat the prisoners to control them but to no avail and chaos ensued. 

a) benefit b) harm c) loss d) intention 

40. Many of the prisoners had become feeble and vulnerable, no longer able to deal with the horrors of the camp. 

a) stubborn b) eager c) sullen d) helpless 

41. Suffering from a serious illness, the prisoner was sitting prostrate and stiff on his cot. 

a) prone b) comfortable c) upright d) delirious 

42. When they first arrived at Buchenwald, Eliezer stayed riveted to his father for fear of losing him.  

a) loyal b) accessible c) bound d) near 

43. For the SS to be late for a prisoner count was surprising and unprecedented at the camp. 

a) common b) unusual c) frightening d) encouraging 

44. When Eliezer looked in the mirror, he saw the vision of a corpse contemplating him.  

a) imitating b) observing c) teasing d) consoling  


